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Untitled (Sailboats)
http://archives.brandonu.ca/en/permalink/artworks1259

Artist: Smith, Frederick Marlett Bell

Collection: Viola Lobodowsky

Date: no date

Form: painting

Dimensions: 8" x 11"

Medium: oil

Condition: Entire surface is dirty with grime and could use a complete cleaning.
Spots of unknown accretion all over surface. Mild and fine cracks in paint,
especially on left half of painting. Canvas is loose in TR corner, due to
apparently poor stretching of ca

Primary Support: canvas

Secondary Support: frame - wood with gild

Accession Number: none



Untitled (Woman and child)
http://archives.brandonu.ca/en/permalink/artworks500

Artist: de Hoog, Jonathan Bernard

Collection: Viola Lobodowsky

Date: no date

Form: painting

Biographical Info: Dutch painter (1866-1943).

Dimensions: 64 X 49 cm

Size Overall: 95 X 79 cm

Medium: oil

Condition: Various cracks all over surface which appear to be pressure cracks from
where the paint couldn't stretch, and cracked instead. Canvas in also
loose. Frame has multiple small cracks and chips in the gild.

Primary Support: canvas

Secondary Support: backing paper; frame - wood with gild

Accession Number: Pnt/JBH/024
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Untitled (Fishermen in boat)
http://archives.brandonu.ca/en/permalink/artworks1071

Artist: Shayer Sr., William

Collection: Viola Lobodowsky

Date: no date

Form: painting

Dimensions: 29 X 49.5 cm

Size Overall: 43.5 X 63.5 cm

Medium: oil

Condition: Cracking of varnish throughout. Two mild loosening of canvas in area TM.

Primary Support: canvas

Secondary Support: paper backing; frame - wood

Accession Number: Pnt/WS/052



Untitled (sailboats with windmill)
http://archives.brandonu.ca/en/permalink/artworks1083

Artist: Smith, Frederick Marlett Bell

Collection: Viola Lobodowsky

Date: no date

Form: painting

Dimensions: 34 x 57 cm

Size Overall: 55 x 78 cm

Medium: oil

Primary Support: canvas

Secondary Support: frame - wood with gild

Accession Number: Pnt/083
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Untitled (water pounding rocks)
http://archives.brandonu.ca/en/permalink/artworks1084

Artist: Smith, Frederick M. Bell

Collection: Viola Lobodowsky

Date: 1982

Form: painting

Dimensions: 32.5 X 50 cm

Size Overall: 53.5 X 71.5 cm

Medium: watercolor

Condition: Paper is ripped in TR corner. There is clear tape completely covering the
plexiglass surface. Backing paper ripped.

Primary Support: paper

Secondary Support: mat, plexiglass, backing board; frame - wood

Accession Number: Pnt/004



Untitled (Young girl holding flower)
http://archives.brandonu.ca/en/permalink/artworks1046

Artist: Ringer, E.

Collection: Viola Lobodowsky

Date: no date

Form: drawing

Dimensions: Oval; 45 X 36.5 cm

Size Overall: Oval; 58 X 50 cm

Medium: pastel

Condition: Glass is broken right through center into three pieces but is holding
together by clear tape over the complete surface of the glass. The frame
has come apart into three pieces along its mitre joints. Several small
pieces of gild are broken off from frame

Primary Support: canvas board

Secondary Support: glass; frame - wood with gild

Accession Number: Dw/ER/202
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